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OUR  VISION
 To be amongst the leading providers of customized aviation solutions worldwide.

OUR MISSION
  To provide quality aviation services, while adhering to the highest certification, safety, and 

security standards.

OUR VALUES
Excellence:   We are driven by our desire to excel and be the best in everything that we do.

Safety:   We are committed to adopting and maintaining practices that promote the safety and 

Integrity:   We strive for fairness, honesty and accountability in all our business and working 

relationships.

Teamwork:    We pride ourselves on our culture of teamwork that allows us to work together and 

support one another to deliver customized solutions to our clients.

Training:    We continuously invest in training as we believe this is key to maintaining and establishing 

high standards of performance.
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• Tourism Charters 

• 

• Humanitarian Air Charters 

• Corporate Charters

 

• Scheduled Flights 

• Executive and VIP Charters 

• Aircraft Maintenance

• Engineering Consulting

•  ACMI Leases (Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance and Insurance)

OUR SERVICES

AREAS OF OPERATION
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ACMI (Aircraft, Crew, Maintenance, Insurance) Contracts

ALS provides aircraft with crew, and maintenance support for operations globally 

such as for:

-  Humanitarian: We support relief/emergency activities by providing short/

long term leases as well as urgent go-now requirements.

CONTRACT FLYING
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UNWFP: Embraer 145, Embraer 135, Dash 8-100, Beechcraft 1900 in Sudan, 
Niger, Uganda, Chad, Democratic Republic of Congo, Cameroon, Central 
African Republic, Somalia and Somaliland. 

International Committee of the Red Cross (ICRC): Dash 8-100, Beechcraft 1900 
and King Air in Somalia, Democratic Republic of Congo, Djibouti, and Niger.

United Nations Mission in South Sudan (UNMISS): Embraer 145 in South 
Sudan

United Nations interim Security Force for Abyei (UNISFA): Beechcraft 1900 in 
Sudan

United Nations Organization Stabilization Mission in the Democratic Republic 
of the Congo MONUSCO: Embraer 145 in Democratic Republic of Congo

United Nations Support Mission in Libya (UNSMIL): Dash 8-100 in Tunisia

United Nations Mission for the Referendum in Western Sahara (MINURSO): 
Dash 8-100 in Western Sahara Embraer 145 and B1900D in the Democratic 
Republic of Congo

UNHCR - Embraer 145, Dash 8-100, Beechcraft 1900 in Democratic Republic of 
Congo, Uganda, Sudan and providing access to refugee camps in Northern 
Kenya as well as voluntary repatriation of refugees from Kenya to Somalia and Burundi 

and operated on an interlink service to Lokichoggio on partnership.

Kenya Airways - Providing an Embraer 145LR on wet lease for

Safarilink - Cessna 208 and Beechcraft 1900 in Kenya and Tanzania 

DHL Worldwide Express- Cessna Caravan, Kingairs and Beechcraft 1900 in 
Eastern Africa

and one Beech 1900.

Qatari Diar Vinci Construction (QDVC) - Beechcraft 1900 in Qatar and Eritrea

Air Mauritius - Twin Otter in Comoros Islands



TOURISM AND VIP CHARTERS

We provide exclusive and tailor-made charter services for clients looking for private, unique and 

specialized experiences.

Bill Gates

Angelina Jolie

George Clooney
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-

In order to prevent accidents and to reduce their potential for damage or injury, ALS maintains an 
active integrated safety management system based on international standards as laid out by ICAO.

develops mitigation action and strives for continuous improvement.
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QUALITY ASSURANCE

 ALS Quality Assurance Department primarily exists to monitor all of ALS continuing airworthiness man-
agement, Flight Operations, Maintenance and Engineering AOC and ensures that both the AOC and AMO 
maintain the highest standards and complies with all regulatory requirements.

-

the Flight Operations and Maintenance processes and procedures to ensure that all approved procedures 

The Quality Assurance Department also manages and supports the organization in the following activities:

2.    Issuance of Flight Dispatcher Authorizations
3.    Acquisition and inclusion of new aircraft

The Quality Assurance is managed by the following KCAA approved post holders:
a.    The Director of Quality Assurance
b.    The Head of Quality



In ALS, responsibility for making its operations safer 

lies with each of its employees – from managers to 

front-line sta�. Each is responsible for implementing 

safety within the scope of the safety management 

system. All   sta� are accountable  to ensure that all 

reasonable steps are taken to prevent accidents and 

incidents.

FLIGHT FOLLOWING
 

FLIGHT OPERATIONS
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ALS makes significant investments in  training and state of the art systems such as Satellite Tracking. This enables 

real time operational control of the entire fleet. The impact of satellite tracking in aviation has been significant and has 

brought a new dimension  to operating aircraft. 

The position-reporting capability removes the “Search” from “Search and Rescue”. The unit is equipped with an Alert 

Button, which, when deployed, will immediately send the aircraft’s position and emergency situation to the concerned 

parties. In addition the system transmits periodic messages containing time, longitude; latitude, speed, altitude and 

bearing, and these can be customized to report at intervals of 1 minute or more.

Notification of events such as Master On, Engine On, Blocks O , Takeo , Landing, Blocks On, Engine O , Master O , Low 

Battery, Hard-Landing and Excess-G - all with to-the-second precision is recorded.
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AIRCRAFT  MAINTENANCE, ENGINEERING 
AND CONSULTING

ALS has one of the most modern maintenance hangers at Wilson Airport 

(Nairobi) that o ers major and minor aircraft maintenance including fully 

equipped and functional workshops. Our state of the art facility; combined with 

a team of highly skilled engineers enables us to carry out all kinds of scheduled 

and unscheduled maintenance on certain aircraft.
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• C- Check capability 

•  Phase inspections on ERJ135LR, Dash 8, 

BE1900, BE200 and C208

•  Hot section inspection (HSI) on PT6A 

series engines 

• Airframe major and minor repairs. 

• Aircraft painting

• Aircraft restoration

SERVICES INCLUDE:



The land was acquired with the aim of reducing air traffic congestion 

within Wilson Airport, Nairobi Kenya, and o ers safer vicinity for 

sport aviation enthusiasts, skydivers, micro - light and gyro copter 

operators, as well as for flight training. This development is known 

as Orly Airpark. Currently the infrastructure accommodates fifteen 

hangars, seven high standard cottages owed by members, and an 

airport lounge. There are two runways, one which is partly paved and 

the second runway is a well maintained grass runway. Aslam has 

been a driving force behind this project which promises to raise the 

standards of aviation within Kenya and create job opportunities in 

the area. 

Our Chairman, Captain Aslam Khan, is a well known 

aviator in Kenya and within the region. Aslam and other 

active members from the Aero Club of East Africa 

invested in a 240-acre piece of prime land located 

some 50 km away from Wilson Airport.  The land is 

Kajiado. 
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ORLY AIRPARK
SOCIAL CORPORATE  
RESPONSIBILITY
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In the past ALS helicopters have been provided during motor sports activities 
such as the East African Classic Safari Rally for medical evacuations. 

The company has also co-sponsored the Kenya National Rally championship 
(KNRC) by providing free medical evacuation services using helicopters. 

participants. 







FLIGHT OPS

flightops@als.co.ke
Tel: +254 722 259 911

COMMERCIAL

commercial@als.co.ke
Tel: +254 709 078 133

HEAD OFFICE
info@als.co.ke
Tel: +254 709 078 000
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